1. Introduction. A tool for studying von Neumann algebras is the space of CT-weakly continuous linear functionals. There are certain limitations in the applicability of this tool because the center of the algebra is somehow submerged and on the whole it seems a-weakly continuous functionals are more suitable for studying factor algebras. In this article we propose another tool, viz. the a-weakly continuous module homomorphisms of the von Neumann algebra si, considered as a module over its center S, into 2f. First it is shown that every a-weakly continuous linear functional can be written as the composition of a a-weakly continuous module homomorphism into 3f and a a-weakly continuous linear functional on 3f. For these module homomorphisms there is obtained a specific form which generalizes the well-known form of a-weakly continuous linear functionals ([1], [16] ). Certain facts concerning decomposition theory result. Further si is the dual (in terms of module homomorphisms) of the space of all a-weakly continuous module homomorphisms of si into 2£. As an example of the applicability of this tool a type I algebra is described as the second dual (in terms of module homomorphisms) of a module. Further applications are contained in a later paper.
1. Introduction. A tool for studying von Neumann algebras is the space of CT-weakly continuous linear functionals. There are certain limitations in the applicability of this tool because the center of the algebra is somehow submerged and on the whole it seems a-weakly continuous functionals are more suitable for studying factor algebras. In this article we propose another tool, viz. the a-weakly continuous module homomorphisms of the von Neumann algebra si, considered as a module over its center S, into 2f. First it is shown that every a-weakly continuous linear functional can be written as the composition of a a-weakly continuous module homomorphism into 3f and a a-weakly continuous linear functional on 3f. For these module homomorphisms there is obtained a specific form which generalizes the well-known form of a-weakly continuous linear functionals ( [1] , [16] ). Certain facts concerning decomposition theory result. Further si is the dual (in terms of module homomorphisms) of the space of all a-weakly continuous module homomorphisms of si into 2£. As an example of the applicability of this tool a type I algebra is described as the second dual (in terms of module homomorphisms) of a module. Further applications are contained in a later paper.
It seems reasonable to conjecture from the ensuing proofs that considering the module structure might further illuminate the relation between a von Neumann algebra and an A IF*-algebra.
2. Extension of homomorphisms. Let f be a commutative von Neumann algebra. An algebraic ^-module Jt with norm || • || will be called a Banach 2£-module if (1) Jt is a Banach space, and (2) \\CB\\ á ||C|| \\B\\ for every C e 2f and B e Jt'. A module homomorphism of Jt into 3f will be called a functional and the set of all bounded functionals of the module Jt will be denoted by Jt~. The space Jt~ with the operator bound is again a Banach ^-module. If si is a von Neumann algebra with center 2f, then si is a Banach J^-module. Whenever we talk about the module si, we shall have this particular module in mind. A functional </> of the module si is said to be hermitian (resp. positive) if <f>(A) is hermitian (resp. positive) in 2£ whenever A is hermitian (resp. positive) in si. A positive functional </> of the algebra (resp. module) si is said to be normal if lub <f>(An) = <p(A) for any monotonely increasing net {An} of hermitian elements of si with least upper bound A.
Then the positive functional <f> is a normal functional of the algebra (respectively, module) si if and only if (f> (resp. the composition/ </>) is an element of the associated space si* of si (resp. for every/in the associated space 2t'" of 2£) [2,1, §4, Theorem 1]. If Fis an abelian projection with central support F of the commutator 2£' of 2£, then CP -> CE is an isomorphism of 2fP onto E2£'E. For each A in 2£' let rE(A) denote the inverse image of EAE under this isomorphism. The map te restricted to sé is then easily seen to be a normal functional of the module sti.
The following theorem shows the relation between functionals of si and the module si. Theorem 1. Let sé be a von Neumann algebra with center 21£ and let f be a normal functional on si. Then there is a normal functional </> of the module si with (f>(l) equal to the support P off restricted to 2£ such that fi=fi<f>. The functional </> is unique in the following sense: ¡ftp is a functional of the module si with f=f-<f>, then Pt/>(A) = </>(A)for every A in si.
Proof. We may assume fj= 0. Let <J> be the canonical representation of si on a Hubert space 77 induced by/and let x be a cyclic vector under <t>(si) in 77 such that fi(A) = wx ■ <J>F4) = (<t>(A)x, x) for every Ainsi [2,1, §4]. There is a central projection Q such that s/(l -Q) is the kernel of d> and such that <1> carries si Q isomorphically onto <i>(si). We observe that 1-F is in the kernel of <I> and so QSP. However, f(P-Q) = wx(<b(P-g))=0; therefore P~ Q. Now the inverse 6 of <D restricted to siP is a a-weakly continuous homomorphism of <t>(si) onto siP [2, I, §4, Corollaries, Theorem 2]. Let E be the abelian projection of the commutator <i(^)' of <t>(2t) on 77 corresponding to the subspace closure {Ax \ A e O(Jf)} [2, L §2, no. 1, and §6, Proposition 4, Corollary 2]. Let t = te. Then we can easily verify that the functional </>= 9-r-0> of the module si into 2£P is normal, and that fi(A) =fi(<b(Äj). Now let i/i be a functional of the module si such that/ </> =/. There is a vector y in the Hubert space of si such that/=w>y on 2£ [2, III, §1, Corollary to Theorem 4] . We have that (</i(A)By, Cy) = (</>(A)By, Cy) for every B and C in 2£ and every A in sé. If Fis the projection corresponding to closure {By \ B e 2¡£}, then >/i(A)F=</>(A)F for every A in si. Because the central support of Fis F, we have that i/j(A)P = </>(A) for every A in si. Q.E.D.
We now determine the form of a normal functional in terms of the trace class (cf. [9, §4]).
Theorem 2. Let si be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H. If </> is a normal functional of the module si, then there is a positive element B in the trace class of the commutator 2£' of the center 2£ of si such that <f>(A) = Tr (AB).
Proof. There is a set {F¡ | i e S} of mutually orthogonal projections of 2£ of sum 1 such that each algebra ^F¡ on PjTY has a separating unit vector x¡ [2,1, §2]. Since the functional wÄi ■</>=/ restricted to siP¡ is normal, there is a normal functional g¡ of the commutator J^'F¡ of ^P¡ on F¡77 that coincides with/ on siPi. However, by Corollary.
Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center 2£. If '</> is a normal functional of the module si, there is a monotone decreasing sequence {/?"} of elements in 2f+ and an orthogonal sequence {En} of abelian projections of the commutator 3f' of 2f such that il) lim5" = 0 Cunifiormly); (2) 2 E* is bounded above; and Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center 2t'. The set si" of all functional of the module ,si which are continuous in the o(si, si*) and a(2£, 2f%) topologies of si and 2? respectively is an algebraic ^-module. The module st" is a closed subspace of the space si ~ of all bounded functional of the module si because the uniform limit of a sequence of cr-weakly continuous functionals of si is tr-weakly continuous. Thus s/" is a Banach ^-module.
In passing we remark that analogues of theorems for functionals of si* may be formulated and proved for functionals of si" using Theorem The next theorem is an analogue of a well-known result concerning linear functionals on a von Neumann algebra. The theorem though is potentially applicable to the theory of A IF*-algebras in a way precluded for linear functionals (cf. [13] ) and so is interesting in its own right. We plan to explore this application in a future paper.
Theorem 3. Let sé be a von Neumann algebra with center 2£'. For each A in si define the function FA on si" by FA(</>) = </>(A). Then the function A^> FA defines an isometric isomorphism of the module si onto the module (si")~.
Proof. First it is easy to see that FA e isi~)~ for each A e si and that the function A -> FA is a module homomorphism of si into (j/~)~. Now let 2£' be the commutator of 2?; let e>0 be given. There is an abelian projection E in 2£' such that ||F|i4|£|| 1 M||-e where \A\ = (A*A)112. Let U be a partial isometry of si such that A = U\A\ is the polar decomposition of A. Defining </>(B) = te(U*B) for Besi,v/e see that ||<f>(B)\\2S\\ rE(U* U)|| || te(B*B) || S \\B||2 for every B e si. Thus </> is in the unit sphere of si^. However 1^(0)|| ^ \\A\\ -e. Because e>0 is arbitrary \\FA\\ ^ ||^||. Since it is obviously true that ||FA|| S \\A\\, we have that \\FA\\ = \\A\\. Hence the map A -> FA is an isometry.
We complete the proof by showing A -> FA is onto (s/~)~. Let/ be an element of (si")~. For each </> in 2£'" let F(</>) denote the restriction of </> to si. Then F is a continuous homomorphism of the J^-module 2S"" onto the ^-module si". This means that/-F is an element of (2f'S)~. There is an element A in 2£' such that fF(<j>) = <l>(A) for every </> in ¿2"" [9, Theorems 4.10 and 4.13]. We show that A e si.
Indeed, if A xt si then there is a unitary operator V in the commutator si' of si such that VAV*^A. There is an abelian projection G in 2£' such that GVAV*G ¿GAG. Let G' be the abelian projection in ¿2" given by G'=V*GV. If <¿ = tg,-tg, then 4>(B) = 0 for every B in «j/; but ^) = rG(F^F*-v4)^0. Thus 0=fiF(<f>) = <f>(A) + 0. This is impossible. So we conclude that A e si. Now by the preliminary remarks concerning the decomposition of elements of si" into a linear combination of normal functionals and by Theorem 2 we find that the range of F is si". If <f>esi", then there is a xb e 2£'" such that F(i/>) = </> and thus f(</>) = xb(A) = <f>(A) since
Aesi. This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
3. Characterization of type I algebras. It is known that a C*-algebra that can be expressed as the second dual of a Banach space is a von Neumann algebra with minimal projections ( [13] , [7] , [19] ). So linear functionals are suitable for characterizing type I factor algebras but unsuitable for characterizing algebras with arbitrary centers. The object of this section is to bring the center into consideration by considering module homomorphisms and thereby to obtain a description of type I algebras. Note. We write <j>(A) to indicate the functional Ae si applied to <j> e Jt. Proof. Let 38 be the linear manifold in the dual si* of ■si generated by the set {fi<¡> | fe ¿T*, <f> e Jt}. We show that the dual 38* of 3$ is identified with si. Then by Sakai' s Theorem [13, Theorem 1 and Remark 1] si is a von Neumann algebra and the functionals of 38 are a-weakly continuous on si. In fact the closure of J1 in si* is equal to the associated space of si [12, 22.6] . This means that the elements of Jt are a-weakly continuous. We proceed to identify 38* with si. Let <J> be an element of 3S*. Let H be a Hubert space on which S may be represented as a von Neumann algebra. The functional wx,y-</> is in 38 for every x and y in H and </>6 Jt. Here wx,y(A) = (Ax, j). Setting <x, y}^ = <^(wx,y<f>) we obtain for each <f>eJt a bilinear form on H. Since |<x, y}^\ ^ ||x|| ||j>|| \\<f>\\ ||0||, the form is continuous and hence there is a unique bounded linear operator Aé on H such that <x, y'}é = (Alt,x, y) for every x and y in H. If B is an arbitrary element in the commutator 2£' of ¿2° on H, then iAéBx, y) = iBA0x, y) for every x and y in H because wBXty-<f> = wXtB.y-</>. This means A^ is in the double commutator of ¿F which is 2£. The map <f> -*• A0 is easily seen to be a module homomorphism of Jt into ¿2°. It is bounded because 11-4*11 = lub{|<DK,^)| | ||x|| á 1, IIjzII ï 1} -i ||0|| U\\.
By hypothesis there is a unique A0 in si such that ()>iA0)=A<t, for every <j> e Jt. Then for every g e 38 we have that O(g)=gL40).
[June For each A e si let GA be the element of ÛS* defined by GA(g)=g(A). The map A^-GA of si into âS* is a linear function of si whose range is 38* by the preceding paragraph. We complete the proof by showing that this map is an isometry. Because J1 is a subset of si* we have that ||G^|| S M||. On the other hand the two relations lub {¡|^)|| | </>eJi,\\</>\\ ¡5 1} = Ml and lub{|/-¿F4)| \feSn,\f\\ SI}-H^)|| imply the relation Ml S \\GA\\. So \\A\\ = \\GA\\. Q.E.D.
Before proceeding we make some observations. Assume that Ji is a Banach modulo over a commutative von Neumann algebra 2£ whose second dual Ji~ĩ s a C*-algebra si with center 2t'. Let Ji' be the Banach iT-module Ji reduced module ¿f= f] {kernel <f> \ </> eJi~} with the norm \\A'\\ = glb{M + 7i|| \BeX~}. This means that </> -^</>' is an isometric isomorphism of J/"~ onto ^#~. Because it is well known that the dual of the closure of Ji is equal to Ji~, we may assume that Ji is embedded in si. For every A in Ji we have that
(1) Ml) = lub{||¿F4)|||<¿e.#~, U\\ S 1}
because Ji~ ~ =si and for every </>eJi~ we have that Ml =iub{||^)||M6ur,M|| s; 1} Slub{||»K¿)|||¿e^M|| <1}< ||¿||.
So we are always justified in assuming that Ji is embedded in si and that (1) and (2) hold.
Theorem 5. Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center 2?. If Ji is a closed submodule of the module si whose second dual Ji~~ is equal to si, then Ji is a-weakly dense in si.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. We use the same notation as Theorem 4. Every fe 38 has the form /= 2 {/• </>i | lúiUn} wherefie 2£* and </>ieJt~, Because every/ may be written as a linear combination of positive functionals in .S"*, we may assume every / is positive. Then 2/ = M'* f°r some * e H. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem there is a C¡ e ¿2*+ such that f = wCiX (1 ^z'^«). Hence we may assume that/has the form f=wx-<f> for some </> e Jt~.
We now obtain a contradiction by assuming that the complement of the weak closure Ji of the unit sphere of Jt with respect to the unit sphere six of si contains an element B. Standard separation theorems [12, 14.2] give an fiesi^ such that lub {Ref ( is monotonely increasing. Because X is bounded above in 2£, it is possible to find a net {An} in ^f" such that {Re <f>(An)} converges strongly to the least upper bound C0 of X. Because Jf is compact in the weak topology, there is a subnet {Anj} which converges weakly to an element A^eAf. However Re </>(A0) = C0 due to the weak continuity of </> (Theorem 4). By multiplying (f>(A0) by an appropriate partial isometry in .£2° we may assume that </>(A0) = C0. Corollary. The module Jt~ is equal to the module si" of all a-weakly continuous functionals of the module si.
Proof. If </> e si^, then the restriction <j>\Jt of <f> to Jt defines a bounded functional of the module Jt. There is a xh eJt~ such that xb = </>\Jt. Because xl>esi" (Theorem 4) and because Jt is a-weakly dense in si, we have that xb=</>. So si" <="#~.
Since Jt~^si" (Theorem 4), we have si" =Jt~.
Q.E.D. Let Jt be a Banach module over the commutative von Neumann algebra 3f; Theorem 7. Fei Ji be a Banach 2Ï-module whose second dual Ji~~ is a von Neumann algebra si with center 2£. Let P be a nonzero projection in 2?. Then there is an extreme point </> in the unit sphere Of of positive functionals of si" such that PfcO.
Proof. We may assume that F is a-finite since every nonzero projection in 2£ majorizes a nonzero a-finite projection. Let X = {Re <j>\</> esi" and P</> = </>}. Here Re <t>(A) = (</>(A) + </>(A)*)/2. The set Jf has a natural module structure over the ring of hermitian elements in 2?'. The seminorms pfM (fie 2?*, A e Ji) induce a weak topology on 77 in which the iF-convex subset 3fx = {Ke</> \ c/>esi^, P</> = </>, l</>\\ S 1} is compact since the unit sphere of Ji~ is compact in the weak topology and since the adjoint operation of 2? is weakly continuous. Suppose that 2tc°x has a nonzero extreme point </>'. We show that Ü has a nonzero extreme point </> such that P<fi = t/j. Let </> be an element of the unit sphere of si" such that P<j> = <f> and Re </> = </>'. If C6+(l-C)6' = <f> for 6, 6' in the unit sphere of si" and C strictly between 0 and 1 in 2£, then CRe 6+(l -C) Re 6' = <f>' and consequently </>' = Re 0 = Re 6'. This means that </>=6=6' and thus that </> is an extreme point of the unit sphere of s/". Using the polar decomposition for <f>, we obtain a partial isometric operator U in siP such that i/>(A) = </>(UA) defines a functional in if and such that </j(U*A) = c/,(A) for every A in si. If 4>=C6 + (l -C)B' for 6,6' e if and Ce2T with 0<C<1, then </>(A) = 6(U*A)=6'(U*A) for every A e si. But >/j(U*U) = i/i(1) and so both 6 and 6' vanish on the projection l -U*U. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have that 6(A)=6(U*UA) and 6'(A) = 6'(U*UA) for every A e si. We then see that i/> = 6 = 6' and thus that </< is a nonzero extreme point of if such that P>\> = <¡>. We complete the proof by showing that J^x has a nonzero extreme point. Now let IF be a maximal family with the finite intersection property of compact supports of 2tix. The set Xa = f) F is nonvoid and evidently a compact support of ¿Cx. We show that ^ contains a single point. On the contrary if </> and i/> are two distinct points in Jf?0, there is an element A in Ji such that <t>(A)=/=>fi(A). Indeed, an element in si" which vanishes under multiplication by 1 -P is uniquely determined by its values on the elements of Ji. The set {6(A) \ 6 e X0} is a monotonely increasing net in set of hermitian elements of 2? and therefore the set Jír0(A0) = {6eJtT0\ 6(A) = A0 = lub {6'(A) | 6' e JQ} is nonvoid. This is an obvious variation of the statement concerning the set X in Theorem 5. The set X0(A^) is certainly áT-convex and weakly compact. It is a support of ¿e0 for C6(A) + (l -C)6'(A) = A0 for 6, 6' inJf0 and C in 2£ with 0< C< 1 implies 6(A) = d'(A) = A0. However the compact support ^(Aq) of X0 is a compact support of 3t°x which cannot contain both </> and i/>. This contradicts the maximality of ¡F. Hence we must conclude that ^ contains a single point </>0. We have that (£o#0. On the contrary, if E is an abelian projection in the commutator of S which has central support P, then 6 = Re rEe Jtx (Corollary, Theorem 5) and (6-6)12 = 0. But 6=-6 = 0 is evidently not true. So </>0^0. Q.E.D.
Let si be a von Neumann algebra with center 2£ ; a positive functional </> e siĩ s said to be ^-irreducible on si if given a positive functional </j in si~ with i/jS</> then there is a C e ^+ such that C<f>=</>. Theorem 9. Let 2f be a commutative von Neumann algebra and let si be a C*-algebra with center 3f. Then si is a type I von Neumann algebra if and only if the module si is the second dual Jt~ ~ of a Banach 2t -module Jt.
Proof. If si is a type I von Neumann algebra, then si is the second dual of the closed two-sided Ia of si generated by the abelian projections of si [9, §4] .
Conversely, it is already known that si is a von Neumann algebra (Theorem 4) and so it is sufficient to prove that every nonzero projection P of ¿2° majorizes a nonzero abelian projection. Let <f> be an extreme point of the set of positive functionals if of the unit sphere of si" such that P</>^0. Then it is easy to see that P</> is an extreme point of if and so we assume that P</> = xj>. Let x be a unit vector in the Hubert space Hof si such that </>(l)x = x (Theorem 8). Let g be a positive functional on si majorized by wx-<f>. If A e 3f + , then g(A)fí wx(<f>(l)A) = wx(A). There is an element C in ¿F + such that g(A) = (ACx, Cx) for all A in ¿T. By Theorem 1 there is a normal functional xb of the module si such that g=wCx-xb because g is normal.
If E is the projection of H onto closure {Ax \ A e 2£} then C2xb(A)E^<f>(A)E for every A in si+ since (C2xb(A)Ey, Ey)^(</>(A)Ey, Ey) for every y in £(//). However License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use the projection E is in the commutator of 2? on 77 and so if Q is the central support of F we have that C2Q</>(A)SQ</>(A)S</>(A) for every A in s/+. There is a D e 2S + such that C2Qi/, = D</> (Theorem 8). Thus g(A) = wx-<f>(DA) for all A in si. This means that the projection in si corresponding to closure {A'x | A' e sé'} where sé' is the commutator of si is abelian in sé [8, §2] . This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
Remark. Actually we have proved that a normal functional/on sé is centrally reducible (cf. [8, §2] ) if and only if there is a ^-irreducible normal functional </> of the module sé such that f-</>=f. Bibliography
